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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

1. An insured_sought coverage under both a Builders Risk insurance 

policy that provides cov-erage for physical damage and a Delay in Completion 

indemnity policy that provides coverage for economic losses arising out of the 

resulting delay in completion of the insured project. Is coverage for economic 

damages under a Delay in Completion policy, with a stand-alone insuring 

agreement, a $7 million limit, its own sublimits (not including flood), definitions, 

deductibles, terms and conditions capped by a $5 million flood limit in a separate 

Builders Risk policy designed to cover physical losses? 

The lAS Court incorrectly held that the Builders Risk policy's 
$5 million flood limit applied to economic delay in completion losses. 
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NATURE OF THE CASE 

This appeal is taken from an order ofthe Supreme Court, New York County 

(per Justice Kornreich) that denied a motion for partial summary judgment by 

Plaintiff-Appellant El-Ad 250 West LLC ("El-Ad") against Defendant-Respondent 

Zurich American Insurance Company ("Zurich"), and granted Zurich's cross

motion for partial summary judgment against El-Ad. 

Zurich issued insurance in connection with a construction project located at 

250 West Street in lower Manhattan. El-Ad suffered approximately $20 million of 

losses arising from Superstorm Sandy that struck in October 2012. El-Ad's losses 

are comprised of physical losses such as the cost to replace damaged equipment 

and property caused by flood water on the one hand, and economic loss such as the 

additional interest due on financing loans caused by the delayed project completion 

on the other hand. 

Zurich sold two carefully prescribed and separate coverages to El-Ad in 

consideration for two separate premium payments. The first was a builders risk 

insurance policy that provided coverage for physical losses to the insured premises 

(the "Builders Risk Policy"). Policyholders have the option under the Zurich 

Builders Risk Policy to purchase solely the Builders Risk Policy without coverage 

for losses arising from the resulting delay in completing the insured project. 

However, El-Ad instead opted to obtain delay in completion coverage and paid an 
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additional premium to purchase this second separate and additional coverage from 

Zurich. El-Ad bought a Delay in Completion coverage endorsement that is a stand

alone and self-contained indemnity policy that provides coverage for economic 

losses arising out of the resulting delay in completion of the insured project (the 

"Delay in Completion Policy"). 

The Builders Risk Policy caps the amount of insurance proceeds that El-Ad 

may recover for physical losses caused by a flood to $5 million. The Delay in 

Completion Policy provides $7 million of additional coverage for economic losses 

and contains no such cap for losses caused by flood because it does not provide 

coverage for physical losses. Notwithstanding, Zurich wrongly contends that the 

Builders Risk Policy caps at $5 million the total amount of insurance proceeds that 

El-Ad may recover under both the Builders Risk Policy and the Delay in 

Completion Policy for flood-related loss. 

The Delay in Completion Policy provides an insuring agreement, a limit, 

sublimits (not including flood), definitions, deductibles, terms and conditions 

separate and apart from the Builders Risk Policy. The Delay in Completion 

Policy's characteristics involve a common thread- providing, defining, describing 

and even limiting coverage for economic losses caused by a delay in completing 

the specified construction project. 
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Builders, such as El-Ad, purchase builders risk insurance to protect against 

the risk of physical losses to the brick-and-mortar construction project during 

construction. They may also, at their discretion, purchase delay in completion 

insurance to protect against the economic losses arising out of the resulting delay 

in completion of the construction project in the event of a covered event. 

For example, if a builder secured financing for the construction project through a 

series of loans (which El-Ad did), and as a result of a flood (for example) the 

construction project's completion date extended for six months longer than the 

anticipated completion date, delay in completion insurance provides coverage for 

the extra interest payments incurred. A critical error that permeates the lAS Court's 

decision is a misunderstanding of this distinct delineation of the two lines of 

coverage at issue here. 

Many first-party property insurance policies exclude coverage for losses 

caused by the peril of flood. Then, in some instances, the property policy (for an 

added premium payment) will provide flood coverage in an added endorsement, 

which defines flood and provides a flood limit. Importantly, here, the Builders Risk 

Policy insures all physical loss or damage including, without exclusion, flood. 

Accordingly, the lynchpin of the lAS Court's reasoning-that the Builders Risk 

Policy's "flood" definition does not use the word "physical"-is without 

consequence to El-Ad's position because the entire Builders Risk Policy, which 
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includes coverage for flood losses, "insures against all risks of direct physical loss 

of or damage to Covered Property" (R. 26) (emphasis added). The Builders Risk 

Policy's flood limit applies solely to physical losses and not the resulting economic 

losses arising from the delay in completion. 

Based on the lAS Court's faulty analysis with regard to the two coverages at 

issue, it is not surprising that the lAS Court also misstates the parties' positions 

relative to the deductible issue. There is no dispute between the parties over the 

fact that the Builders Risk Policy's flood deductible ($25,000 non-flood/5% of 

Total Project Value in Place for flood) applies solely to physical losses (R. 24) and 

the Delay in Completion Policy's flood deductible (15 days of economic loss) 

applies solely to economic losses (R. 44 ). The lAS Court appears to confuse the 

two and the parties' respective positions. Indeed, the fact that the policies provide 

two separate deductible provisions (both in the policy and in concept) wholly 

supports El-Ad's position. 

The Delay in Completion Policy provides certain economically-relevant 

sublimits; however, because it does not relate to physical losses, it does not provide 

a flood sublimit. The lAS Court incorrectly found that the Delay in Completion 

Policy incorporates the Builders Risk Policy's flood limit via a "subject to" 

incorporation provision (R. 12). The Delay in Completion Policy only incorporates 

Builders Risk Policy provisions "other" than the Delay in Completion Policy's 
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own terms and conditions. However, the Delay in Completion Policy provides its 

own Aggregate Limit and Aggregate Limits provision, and, accordingly, does not 

incorporate the Builders Risk Policy's Flood Limit. 

El-Ad appeals the_decision denying its motion for partial summary judgment 

seeking a declaration that the Delay in Completion Policy provides a $7 million 

limit for economic losses arising from the delay caused by a flood and granting 

Zurich's cross-motion. There are several independent reasons why that decision 

was flawed, but they all share the same theme: Zurich sold two separate and 

distinct coverages: ( 1) a Builders Risk Policy for physical losses with a $5 million 

flood limit, and (2) a Delay in Completion Policy for economic losses with a $7 

million limit and no flood sublimit. 

It is clear from the facts set forth above and further herein that El-Ad's 

motion for partial summary judgment should have been granted. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

El-Ad's Claim 

In October 2012, Superstorm Sandy devastated portions of the Northeastern 

United States including lower Manhattan. Superstorm Sandy reached the New 

York area on October 29, 2012. In October 2012, El-Ad was nearing completion of 

a construction project converting an existing eleven-story Cast Iron/Reinforced 

Concrete office building into a twelve-story ( 106 units) luxury condominium 
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located at 250 West Street, New York, New York 10013 (the "Insured Premises") 

(R. 147). El-Ad suffered significant physical losses during the Builders Risk 

Policy's policy period resulting from approximately nine (9) feet of water entering 

the Insured Premises (R. 148). Additionally, El-Ad suffered substantial economic 

losses during the Delay in Completion Policy's period of indemnity such as 

extended capital loan repayments caused by the delayed completion of the Insured 

Premises (R. 148). 

The Builders Risk Policy 

El-Ad purchased the Builders Risk Policy for $262,544 in premium (R. 25) 

covering physical loss of or damage to covered property taking place during the 

January 10, 2011 to December 31, 2012 policy period (R. 22). Unlike many 

property insurance policies at issue in Superstorm Sandy coverage disputes, the 

Builders Risk Policy insures all physical loss or damage including, without 

exclusion, flood (R. 24, 26). The Builders Risk Policy is an "all-risk" policy, which 

means that it insures against all risks of loss unless excluded. The Builders Risk 

Policy does not exclude flood losses. The Builders Risk Policy's Insuring 

Agreement states, in pertinent part: 

This Policy, subject to the terms, exclusions, limitations and 
conditions contained herein or endorsed hereto, insures against 
all risks of direct physical loss of or damage to Covered 
Property[.] 

(R. 26) (emphasis added). 
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The Builders Risk Policy defines "flood," in pertinent part, as the 

"inundation of normally dry land areas" (R. 36). The Builders Risk Policy's 

language and logic dictate that flood inherently involves direct physical loss to 

property. The Builders Risk Policy's declaration page provides, as follows: 

Annual Aggregate Limits of Liability 

The maximum amount the Company will pay for loss or 
damage in any one OCCURRENCE, and/or in the aggregate 
annually for loss or damage from all OCCURRENCES, shall 
not exceed the following amounts: 

(2) $5,000,000 by the peril of FLOOD 

(R. 23). The Builders Risk Policy's Flood Aggregate Limit does not use the word 

"physical" because the Builders Risk Policy's Insuring Agreement provides 

coverage for only "direct physical loss of or damage to Covered Property" and the 

"flood" definition solely involves physical loss or damage. 

Likewise, the Builders Risk Policy's deductible provision for flood losses 

highlights that the Builders Risk Policy applies only to physical loss. The Builders 

Risk Policy imposes a $25,000 deductible for "Physical loss of or damage to 

Covered Property, unless otherwise shown below." Immediately following that 

language, the Builders Risk Policy lists other perils (including flood) that implicate 

different deductible amounts (when causing physical loss or damage). The Builders 

Risk Policy imposes a deductible equaling 5% of the total project value in place for 

claims for physical loss caused by Flood (R. 24 ). 
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The Delay in Completion Policy 

El-Ad purchased the temporally-based Delay in Completion Policy for an 

additional $45,259 in premium (R. 25) covering economic loss arising out of delay 

in completion of the Insured Project for a "period of indemnity" of not more than 

548 days irrespective of the Builders Risk Policy's expiration (R. 44). 

Notably, Zurich, in many cases, will sell the Builders Risk Policy without 

the Delay in Completion Policy (R. 23). The Builders Risk Policy's declarations 

page sets forth the Delay in Completion Policy's $7 million limit and states in a 

parenthetical that "if a limit is shown, refer to policy form PBR 003-DLY for 

applicable sub limits" (R. 23) (emphasis added). The parenthetical further dictates 

that any sublimit applicable to the Delay in Completion Policy must be stated in 

the Delay in Completion Policy form (PBR 003-DL Y); however, here, 

significantly, the PBR 003-DL Y form does not include a flood sublimit (R. 44). 

Indeed, the Delay in Completion Policy form contains all requisite features 

of an insurance policy, but no flood sublimit. The Delay in Completion Policy 

provides an insuring agreement, a limit, sublimits (not including flood), 

definitions, deductibles, terms and conditions (R. 44-4 7). Unsurprisingly in view of 

the Delay in Completion Policy's coverage for economic losses (resulting from 

temporal delay), all of the blanks (none of which are filled) provided for sublimits 

on the PBR 003-DLY form relate to types of economic losses arising from a 
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delayed construction project, such as: Rental Income, Gross Earnings, Additional 

Interest/Financing Expenses and Soft Costs including Legal/Accounting Fees, 

Design Professional Fees and additional Insurance Premiums (R. 44 ). 

Similarly, the Delay in Completion Policy's deductible provision as respects 

the peril of "flood" is not stated as a percentage of the physical property's value (it 

would make no sense to do so), it is, rather, stated as a number of days after the 

anticipated date of completion during which coverage is not available (R. 44 ). The 

Delay in Completion Policy's deductible feature is entirely consistent with the type 

of economic protection coverage provided and the sublimits it imposes. 

In sum: 

El-Ad Builders Risk Policy 

Covers solely "direct physical loss 
of or damage to Covered Property" 
(R. 26) (emphasis added). 

Covers, and does not exclude 
"flood" that is defined in terms of 
physical "inundation of normally 
dry land areas" (R. 36). 

Provides coverage for covered 
occurrences during the 23 Y2 month 
policy period (period of 
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El-Ad Delay in Completion Policy 

Covers "Delay in Completion 
Coverages ansmg out of the 
resulting delay in completion of the 
Insured Project" (R. 45). Relates to 
economic losses arising from delay 
such as: Rental Income, Gross 
Earnings, Additional 
Interest/Financing Expenses and 
Soft Costs including 
Legal/ Accounting Fees, Design 
Professional Fees and additional 
Insurance Premiums (R. 44 ). 

Provides coverage for economic 
loss arising out delay in completion 
for a "period of indemnity" of not 
more than 548 days irrespective of 



construction) (R. 22). 

Imposes a $25,000 deductible for _ 
"Phvsical loss of or damage to 
co.:ered Property, unless otherwise 
shown below." For flood (one ofthe 
other physical loss or damage 
causing perils), imposes a 
deductible equaling 5% of the total 
project value in place for claims for 
physical loss caused by flood (R. 
24) (emphasis added). 

- Provides a $108 million limit for _ 
physical loss (R. 23 ). 

Provides a $5 million aggregate _ 
limit for flood loss (R. 23). 

Sets forth the Delay in Completion _ 
Policy's $7 million limit and states 
in a parenthetical that "if a limit is 
shown, refer to form PBR 003-DL Y 
for applicable sublimits" (R. 25) 
(emphasis added). 

El-Ad paid $262,544 m premmm _ 
(R. 25). 
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the Builders Risk Policy's 
expiration (R. 44 ). 

Imposes a 15-day (temporal, not 
monetary) deductible to the 
anticipated December 31, 2012 
project completion date (R. 44 ). El
Ad is not entitled to additional 
interest, soft costs, and other 
covered economic losses for the 
first 15 days after the Builders Risk 
Policy expires. 

Provides a $7 million aggregate 
limit for delay in completion (R. 
44). 

Does not provide a sublimit for 
flood losses. 

Form PBR 003-DLY is the Delay in 
Completion Policy (R. 44 ). 

El-Ad paid an additional $45,259 in 
premium (R. 25). 



The lAS Court Proceedings 

El-Ad filed a complaint on August 22, 2013 for breach of contract and a 

declaration of its rights stemming from Zurich's failure to fulfill its coverage 

obligation after El-Ad sustained more than $20 million of physical and economic 

losses (R. 145). The crux of the parties' dispute involves the amount of delay in 

completion coverage available for El-Ad's economic losses. 

On November 7, 2013, El-Ad filed a motion for partial summary judgment 

seeking a declaration that the Delay in Completion Policy provides a $7 million 

limit for economic losses arising from the delay caused by a flood (R. 15). On 

December 5, 2013, Zurich filed a cross-motion seeking a declaration that the 

Builders Risk Policy's $5 million flood limit capped all physical losses that the 

Builders Risk Policy covers and all economic losses that the Delay in Completion 

Policy covers (R. 96). After oral argument on February 24, 2014 (R. 165), Justice 

Kornreich issued a Decision and Order dated June 27, 2014 (the "Decision") (R. 5-

13). The Decision denied El-Ad's motion and granted Zurich's cross-motion. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

This appeal is taken from the IAS Court's order on El-Ad's motion for 

partial summary judgment and Zurich's cross-motion for partial summary 

judgment pursuant to CPLR 3212(e). A de novo standard of review applies to this 

appeal from the IAS Court's construction of a contract as a matter of law. See Gulf 
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Ins. Co. v. Transatl. Reins. Co., 13 A.D.3d 278, 279 (1st Dep't 2004) ("plaintiff 

correctly argues that a de novo standard of review applies because the lAS court 

interpreted a contract provision (i.e., the access to records clause) as a matter of 

law"); see also Two Guys from Harrison-N Y, Inc. v. SFR Realty Assocs., 63 

N.Y.2d 396, 403 (1984) (construction of a contract "presents a question of law 

which this court may consider free of the lower courts' determinations"). 

Summary judgment is appropriate in circumstances where there is no issue 

of fact that must be determined. See Zuckerman v. City of New York, 49 N.Y.2d 

557, 562 (1980). "The interpretation of the policy's terms is a question of law for 

the court." Seaport Park Condo. v. Greater N.Y Mut. Ins. Co., 39 A.D.3d 51, 54 

(1st Dep't 2007). 

INSURANCE POLICY INTERPRETATION 

When the terms of an insurance policy are unambiguous (i.e., when the 

language used is susceptible to only one reasonable interpretation), the court 

should apply the plain language of the policy. See Greenfield v. Philles Records, 

Inc., 98 N.Y.2d 562, 569-70 (2002). Any ambiguity in the policy, however, must 

be construed against the insurer and in favor of the insured. See Lavanant v. Gen. 

Accident Ins. Co. of Am., 79 N.Y.2d 623, 629 (1992); Platek v. Town of Hamburg, 

97 A.D.3d 1118, 1120 (4th Dep't 2012) (if there are conflicting interpretations of a 

policy provision, the insured's interpretation, if reasonable, controls). In other 
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words, an insurer cannot escape its duty to indemnify by means of an exclusion or 

condition that is unclear. 

ARGUMENT 

This appeal is taken from the lAS Court's decision to deny El-Ad's motion 

for partial summary judgment seeking a declaration that the Delay in Completion 

Policy provides a $7 million limit for economic losses arising from the delay 

caused by a flood. That decision was incorrect for several reasons. 

I. 

THE DELAY IN COMPLETION POLICY PROVIDES COVERAGE 

SEPARATE AND DISTINCT FROM THE BUILDERS RISK POLICY 

The flood limit set forth in the Builders Risk Policy does not apply to the 

Delay in Completion Policy because the flood limit is present in a policy that 

provides coverage solely for direct physical loss or damage to covered property -

specifically, the building construction project located at 250 West Street in New 

York City. The very nature of the Builders Risk Policy is to protect direct physical 

loss. Consequently, the Delay in Completion Policy's purely economic coverages 

for losses occurring after the Builders Risk Policy's expiration are not 

contemplated within the construct of the Builders Risk Policy or its flood limit. 
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A. The Builders Risk Policy Provides Coverage for •fJJirect Physical 
Losses" 

A fundamental flaw in the Decision is a failure to recognize the separate and 

distinct purposes for which El-Ad purchased the two coverages at issue. In doing 

so, the Decision cites policy language from the Builders Risk Policy and applies it 

as controlling materially the Delay in Completion Policy's coverage and limits 

(R. 12). 

The Decision quotes the following Builders Risk Policy language: 

"The maximum amount [Zurich] will pay for loss or damage in 
any one OCCURRENCE*, and/or in the aggregate annually for 
loss or damage from all OCCURRENCES*, shall not exceed ... 
[$5 million] by the peril of FLOOD*." In Section 111.7, the 
Policy provides that "[a]s respects the peril of FLOOD*, 
OCCURRENCE* shall mean all losses or damages arising 
during a continuous condition as defined in the definition of 
FLOOD*." 

(R. 12) (internal citations omitted). 

The lAS Court then reasoned that "a loss that would not have occurred but 

for a flood is subject to a $5 million annual aggregate limit, without regard to the 

1J!J2§_ of loss suffered since the expression 'all losses or damages arising during [a 

flood]' clearly does not exclude non-physical/asses" (R. 12) (emphasis added). All 

of the lAS Court's aforementioned quotations are citations to the Builders Risk 

Policy and not to the Delay in Completion Policy. That the Builders Risk Policy 

"clearly does not exclude non-physical losses" is circular in its logic because the 
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Builders Risk Policy specifically provides coverage solely for "direct physical loss 

of or damage to Covered Property." The Builders Risk Policy's Insuring 

Agreement states, in pertinent part: 

This Policy, subject to the terms, exclusions, limitations and 
conditions contained herein or endorsed hereto, insures against 
all risks of direct physical loss of or damage to Covered 
Property [.] 

(R. 26) (emphasis added). 

Accordingly, if the Builders Risk Policy stated that it "exclude[s] non-

physical losses" as the lAS Court suggests, it should have to support El-Ad's 

reading that the Builders Risk Policy would exclude a type of loss for which it does 

not provide coverage in the Insuring Agreement. Because the Builders Risk Policy 

solely covers "direct physical loss," it would be superfluous to exclude non-

physical losses. Moreover, using the word "physical" in the Builders Risk Policy's 

"flood" definition is not only duplicative of the coverage granted, it is unnecessary 

to add further physical attributes to the definition that turns on a physical 

"condition of partial or complete inundation of normally dry land areas ... " 

(R. 36). Flood inherently involves direct physical loss to property. 

Likewise, the Decision ignores the fact that El-Ad purchased a separate and 

distinct second policy, the Delay in Completion Policy, to cover economic losses. 

Further, this Delay in Completion Policy provides a parallel provision to the 

Builders Risk Policy provision stating the "maximum amount [Zurich] will pay." 
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Had the Decision focused on the two separate and distinct coverages at issue and 

the fact that the Delay in Completion Policy states its own $7 million aggregate 

limit, it would have been faced with the parallel provision in the Delay in 

Completion Policy. This provision makes clear that the "maximum amount 

[Zurich] will pay" language on which the Decision focused pertains to physical 

losses under the Builders Risk Policy because economic losses under the Delay in 

Completion Policy are subject to the following provision: 

[Zurich! shall not be liable during the PERIOD OF 
INDEMNITY for more than the Aggregate Limit of Liability, 
subject to the individual sublimits of liability stated in the 
Schedule. 

(R. 45) (emphasis added). Zurich shall not be liable to pay more than the Delay in 

Completion Policy's $7 million aggregate limit for economic delay in completion 

losses (subject to any sublimits, which do not include any for flood) (R. 45). This 

is the corollary of the Builders Risk Policy's $5 million flood aggregate limit for 

physical losses. (R. 23). The IAS Court mistakenly applied the Builders Risk 

Policy's "maximum amount" provision to delay in completion losses. 

The Builders Risk Policy's deductible provision highlights the fact that it 

provides coverage solely for physical losses. It stands in stark contrast to the Delay 

in Completion Policy's deductible provision. The Builders Risk Policy imposes a 

$25,000 deductible for "Physical loss of or damage to Covered Property, unless 

otherwise shown below" (R. 24) (emphasis added). The Builders Risk Policy then 
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lists other perils that when causing physical loss or damage implicate different 

deductible amounts. For flood (one of the other physical loss or damage causing 

perils), the Builders Risk Policy imposes a deductible equaling 5% of the total 

project value in place for claims for physical loss caused by Flood (R. 24). The 

Builders Risk Policy's deductible and the Delay in Completion Policy's deductible 

are vastly different; the Delay in Completion Policy's deductible is not premised 

on physical loss nor calculated as a percentage of the building's value but is 

instead premised on economic loss and calculated as a number of days after the 

policy's expiration-the anticipated project completion date (R. 44). 

El-Ad purchased builders risk insurance to protect against the risk of 

physical losses to the brick~and-mortar construction project at 250 West Street 

during construction. At its choosing, El-Ad paid separate premium to purchase 

delay in completion insurance to protect against the economic losses arising out of 

the resulting delay in completion of the construction project in the event of a 

covered event. The lAS Court attributed little significance to the fact that El-Ad 

purchased the Builders Risk Policy to cover physical losses and paid additional 

premium for the Delay in Completion Policy to cover economic losses resulting 

from the delay. The Decision notes El-Ad's additional premium paid for the Delay 

in Completion Policy could provide its full $7 million limits in the event of a 

covered loss other than flood. The Decision begs the question, however, what 
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additional coverage El-Ad purchased for the additional premium it paid. If, as El-

Ad submits, it paid additional premium for coverage separate and distinct from the 

Builders Risk Policy, the Builders Risk Policy's flood limit does not cap the Delay 

in Completion Policy's limit in any instance. 

The Builders Risk Policy's declarations page (R. 22-23) provides a list of 

sublimits of liability and, at line item (2), states $7,000,000 and directs El-Ad, as 

follows: "Delay In Completion Coverage (If a limit is shown, refer to form PBR 

003-DL Y for applicable sub limits)" (R. 23) (emphasis added). The Builders Risk 

Policy's declarations highlight two important features: (1) there may not be a 

Delay in Completion Policy if the insured did not purchase this separate coverage 

("if a limit is shown"); and (2) if an insured pays additional premium for a Delay in 

Completion Policy, the declarations specifically direct the insured to the Delay in 

Completion Policy ("Form PBR 003-DLY") to determine if the stated $7,000,000 

delay in completion coverage is limited in any way. Form PBR 003-DLY is the 

Delay in Completion Policy form, which certainly could, but does not in this 

instance contain a flood sublimit. 

B. The Coverage Periods Provided in the Respective Policies Highlight Their 
Divergent Purposes 

One of the many important differences between the Builders Risk Policy and 

the Delay in Completion Policy is the period of time for which they respectively 

provide coverage. The period of time for which each policy provides coverage to 
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El-Ad highlights the materially distinct coverage that the Builders Risk Policy and 

the Delay in Completion Policy each respectively provide. 

The Builders Risk Policy provides coverage for physical damage as a result 

of a covered event that takes place during the twenty-three and one-half month 

(23.5 months) policy period (January 10, 2011 to December 31, 2012) (R. 22). The 

Delay in Completion Policy provides coverage for economic losses arising out of 

the resulting delay in completion of the insured project for a five hundred forty

eight day (548 days) period of indemnity irrespective of the builders risk insurance 

policy's expiration (R. 44). 

Consequently, for example, if a large-scale fire occurred in November 2012 

and, as a result, El-Ad did not complete its construction project at 250 West Street 

until year-end 2015, the Delay in Completion Policy would provide El-Ad 

coverage for the economic losses that it sustained during the entire 548 day period 

of indemnity after the fire beginning on January 15, 2013 (applying the 15-day 

deductible to the anticipated December 31, 2012 project completion date). The 

Delay in Completion Policy would cover 548 days of economic losses, including, 

but not limited to, additional interest on El-Ad's financing loans, premium 

payments for additional insurance policy renewals, additional realty taxes, 

advertising and marketing expenses. 
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In the above example, El-Ad would necessarily incur such delay in 

completion costs after the Builders Risk Policy's coverage term expired. By 

definition, the Delay in Completion Policy does not provide coverage until 15 days 

after the Builders Risk Policy's coverage term ends. By contrast, physical damage 

from a fire occurring even a single day after the Builders Risk Policy's policy 

period expiration date (December 31, 2012) would not be covered. 

The divergent coverages provided by the respective policies underscore that 

the Builders Risk Policy covering physical loss includes a flood limit and the 

Delay in Completion Policy covering economic losses does not include any flood 

limit. Every facet of the Builders Risk Policy is designed to provide coverage for-

· and, hence, set forth certain limits for-physical losses. The same cannot be said 

for the Delay in Completion Policy's unique features, all of which relate to 

coverage for economic risk. 

II. 

THE DELAY IN COMPLETION POLICY DOES NOT 

INCORPORATE THE BUILDERS RISK POLICY'S FLOOD LIMIT 

In its briefing to the lAS Court, Zurich asserted that because the Delay in 

Completion Policy states that it is "subject to the ... conditions, limitations ... of 

this Coverage and of the Policy to which it is attached," the Delay in Completion 

Policy incorporates the Builders Risk Policy's flood limit. The Builders Risk 

Policy's flood limit is stated as an "aggregate limit" (R. 23). Accordingly, even if 
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the flood limit otherwise would have applied to economic losses covered in the 

Delay in Completion Policy (which it does not), the Delay in Completion Policy's 

"aggregate limit" provision controls over the Builders Risk Policy's "flood 

aggregate" limit because the Delay in Completion Policy states that: 

All OTHER terms and conditions of the Policy to which this 
Coverage form is attached remain unchanged and apply equally 
hereto. 

(R. 4 7) (emphasis added). 

This incorporation provision means that the Delay in Completion Policy 

incorporates only the terms and conditions in the Builders Risk Policy that are not 

otherwise provided in the Delay in Completion Policy. Critically, the Delay in 

Completion Policy provides its own delay in completion "aggregate limit" and its 

own "aggregate limits provision." The Delay in Completion Policy states, as 

follows: 

AGGREGATE LIMIT OF LIABILITY: Subject to the 
individual Sublimits shown below, the maximum Limit of 
Liability for which [Zurich] shall be liable in the aggregate 
under this Coverage shall not exceed: $7,000,000. 

* * * 
[Zurichl shall not be liable during the PERIOD OF 
INDEMNITY for more than the Aggregate Limit of Liability, 
subject to the individual sublimits of liability stated in the 
Schedule. 

(R. 45) (emphasis added). 
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Accordingly, the Delay in Completion Policy's incorporation provision 

renders Zurich's assertions relative to the "subject to" language unmeritorious. 

Zurich cited County of Columbia v. Continental Insurance Co., 83 N.Y.2d 618, 

628 (1994), to the lAS Court for the proposition that the words of a policy remain 

in full force and effect unless altered by the words of the endorsement. The words 

of the Delay in Completion Policy direct that the Builders Risk Policy's flood 

aggregate limit may apply to the physical losses that the Builders Risk Policy 

covers, but does not apply to the economic losses that the Delay in Completion 

Policy covers. 

III. 

THE DELAY IN COMPLETION POLICY 

DOES NOT STATE A FLOOD LIMIT 

Zurich asserted to the lAS Court that the Delay m Completion Policy 

incorporates the Builders Risk Policy's flood "aggregate limit" by virtue of the 

endorsement's provision stating that "[a]ll other terms and conditions of the Policy 

to which this Coverage form is attached remain unchanged and apply equally 

hereto." This is wrong for three reasons. 

First, the word "other" prevents the Delay in Completion Policy from 

incorporating the Builders Risk Policy's flood aggregate limit because the Delay in 

Completion Policy provides its own aggregate limit and aggregate limit provisions. 

(See supra Section II). 
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Second, the Builders Risk Policy's plain terms direct El-Ad to the Delay in 

Completion Policy for the operative coverage limits applicable to economic delay 

in completion losses. The Delay in Completion Policy easily could have included a 

flood sublimit (if that is what the parties intended), but it does not. (See supra 

Section I.A). 

Third, Zurich's theory that Builders Risk Policy terms automatically 

incorporate into endorsements without being restated therein is belied by an 

endorsement to the Builders Risk Policy. 

Specifically, the Damage to Existing Property (All Risk) Coverage 

endorsement, like the Delay in Completion Policy, states that "[a]ll other terms and 

conditions of the Policy to which this Coverage form is attached remain unchanged 

and apply equally hereto" (R. 53). The endorsement excludes "business 

interruption, extra expense or other consequential losses" even though it is attached 

to the Builders Risk Policy that clearly excludes "consequential loss, damage or 

expense of any kind or description" (R. 27). 

The endorsement explicitly does not incorporate terms, conditions, and 

coverage, from other coverages such as the Delay in Completion Policy - only 

those stated in the "[Builders Risk] Policy to which this Coverage form is 

attached." Zurich makes clear in the Existing Property coverage endorsement that 

the endorsement does not extend to consequential damages that the Builders Risk 
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Policy already excluded, and Zurich failed to make any attempt to state in the 

Delay in Completion Policy that the Builders Risk Policy flood aggregate limit 

applies to the Delay in Completion Policy's aggregate limit. The Existing Property 

endorsement's consequential damages exclusion highlights the unavoidable 

consequence of Zurich omitting a flood sublimit from the Delay in Completion 

Policy. 

Based on similarly flawed reasoning, the Decision suggests that a flood 

sublimit is unnecessary in the Delay in Completion Policy because it "clearly and 

unambiguously states that it does not alter sublimits in the [Builders Risk] Policy" 

(R. 12). Indeed, applying the Delay in Completion Policy's $7 million aggregate 

limit to economic losses resulting from a delay following a flood does not alter any 

sublimits in the Builders Risk Policy. Most importantly, the Builders Risk Policy's 

flood limit is an "aggregate limit" and not a "sublimit" (R. 23). Additionally, the 

Builders Risk Policy's flood limit is not altered. El-Ad acknowledges that the 

Builders Risk Policy's flood limit caps its physical loss (property damage) claim at 

$5 million and that the Builders Risk Policy's deductible applies to its physical loss 

(property damage) claim. 

Consequently, even if the Builders Risk Policy's "aggregate" flood limit is a 

"sublimit" (which it is not), the Builders Risk Policy's limit would not be altered 

by enforcing the terms of the Delay in Completion Policy-its full $7 million 
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aggregate limit is available for economic losses resulting for a delay caused by 

flood. 

IV. 

THE DELAY IN COMPLETION POLICY PROVIDES THE REQUISITE 

CHARACTERISTICS OF A STAND-ALONE INSURANCE POLICY 

The lAS Court recognized that no New York precedent has addressed the 

parties' current disputes. The Court found Altru Health System v. American 

Protection Insurance Co., 238 F.3d 961, 962 (8th Cir. 2001) (applying North 

Dakota law), instructive insofar as the insurance policy at issue in that case stated 

that the flood sub limit applied to all losses caused by a flood (R. 1 0). The lAS 

Court's opinion did not analyze the type of coverage at issue and the manner in 

which the insurer sold it to the policyholder in Altru Health. These factors not only 

distinguish Altru Health .from the parties' current dispute, they underscore El-Ad's 

position relative to the Builders Risk Policy and Delay in Completion Policy at 

issue here. 

In Altru Health, the insurance policy provided sub limited coverage for flood 

through a separate Flood Coverage Section because the original policy form 

excluded flood. !d. at 962. When negotiating renewal of the additional flood 

coverage section, the insurer's underwriter wrote to the insured's agent and 

specifically noted that time element losses caused by flood would be subject to the 

sublimit in the Flood Coverage Section, which the insured's agent accepted. !d. at 
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963. Furthermore, the preamble to the policy explained that "[a]llliability for loss 

or expense under this Policy for any one occurrence shall not exceed the smallest 

of ... any applicable sublimits of liability entered elsewhere in the Policy," and the 

"Flood Coverage Section" provided that "all claims for loss, damages or expenses 

arising out of any one Flood occurrence shall be adjusted as one claim." Based on 

these factors, the court held that all civil authority (time element) losses under the 

policy were subject to the Flood Coverage Section's sublimit. !d. 

The Builders Risk Policy and Delay in Completion Policy, which El-Ad 

purchased and paid two separate premiums for, are materially different from the 

policy at issue in Altru Health. The Builders Risk Policy does not exclude flood. 

Quite to the contrary, the Builders Risk Policy explicitly covers all physical 

damage losses including those caused by flood. In Altru Health, absent the flood 

endorsement that provided a flood sublimit, the policyholder would not be entitled 

to any flood coverage. Significantly, the Altru Health policy form that grants time 

element coverages (business interruption, civil authority) states that the smallest 

applicable sublimit stated anywhere in the policy is the highest amount that the 

insurer would pay for the entire loss. Zurich could have used such limiting 

language in the policies that it sold to El-Ad, but it did not. Instead, the policy form 
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that grants delay in completion coverage to El-Ad (the Delay in Completion Policy 

form) does not list a flood sublimit.1 

The Altru Health court found that the time element provisions did not 

constitute separate coverages and were subject to the peril (flood) limit that the 

coverage-granting endorsement imposed. The reasoning set forth in Altru Health 

wholly supports El-Ad's position that the Delay in Completion Policy provides 

separate coverage for economic losses that could have, but did not, set forth a flood 

sublimit. The Altru Health court found that: "Located within a preprinted section 

that explained time element coverages, the Civil Authority paragraph cannot be 

equated to a freestanding coverage added by separate policy endorsement." 238 

F.3d at 964 (emphasis added). 

The lAS Court suggested that cases analogous to Altru Health applied 

similar reasoning. The cases on which the lAS Court placed significance squarely 

1 Courts recognize that if there is coverage limiting language available in the marketplace that is 
clearer or different than what an insurer used, its language cannot be interpreted to have the same 
effect. One such case is Safeco Insurance Co. of America v. RobertS., 26 Cal. 4th 758, 764, 28 
P.3d 889, 893-94 (2001) ("To [read a more restrictive provision into the policy] would violate 
the fundamental principle that in interpreting contracts, including insurance contracts, courts are 
not to insert what has been omitted."). The New York Court of Appeals recognized this principle 
in Fieldston Property Owners Ass 'n v. Hermitage Insurance Co., 16 N.Y.3d 257, 264 (2011) ("If 
the plain language of the policy is determinative, we cannot rewrite the agreement by 
disregarding that language."). See also Cantanucci v. Reliance Ins. Co., 43 A.D.2d 622, 623 (3d 
Dep't 1973) (same). Zurich could have, but did not, sell El-Ad a policy including the language 
used in the Altru Health policy. The rules of insurance policy construction apply here and 
prevent Zurich from rewriting the Policy to state that when a limit for a peril capable of causing 
loss or damage and a sublimit both apply to an event, the lower limit must apply. 
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support El-Ad's position. Most notably, Gilbert/Robinson, Inc. v. Sequoia 

Insurance Co., 655 S.W.2d 581 (Mo. Ct. App. 1983), found that: 

In the first instance, [policy form] MLB-140 by its terms does 
not create separate coverage for business interruption losses and 
does not stand alone. MLB-140 does not contain provisions 
which are requisite to its being construed as an independent 
policy or insuring clause. Its terms do not include extension of 
coverage, nor are its terms defined (i.e.) "peril insured 
against" therein, but rather, such definitions are, by reference 
to other sections and endorsements, within the remainder of the 
policy. In addition, MLB-140 contains a so-called "subject to" 
clause ... 

655 S.W.2d at 584-85 (emphasis added)? 

2 El-Ad submits that the other non-precedential case law on which the lAS Court relied actually 
support El-Ad's position. There, the policies exclude losses by a particular peril and add flood 
coverage by endorsement. In Six Flags, Inc. v. Westchester Surplus Lines Insurance Co., 565 
F.3d 948, 960 n.l3 (5th Cir. 2009), the court held losses were not subject to the flood limit and 
distinguished Gilbert/Robinson on the grounds that: "without that [Floodl endorsement, the 
premises would not have been insured against the peril offloocf' and "unlike the all-risks policy 
here, the specific provision extending coverage in Gilbert/Robinson provided the applicable 
limit." !d. at 960 (emphasis added). The lAS Court rejected this reasoning because it believed the 
Fifth Circuit faced a decision between which weather peril applied. However, the footnote in 
which the Fifth Circuit distinguished Gilbert/Robinson and Altru Health focused on the "Excess 
Insurers [] argu[ment] that the Flood sublimit applies to all flood loss, whether hurricane-related 
or otherwise." !d. 

Likewise, in For Kids Only Child Development Center, Inc. v. Philadelphia Indemnity 
Insurance, 260 S.W.3d 652, 653-54 (Tex. Ct. App. 2008), the policy excluded sewer backup 
losses. The policy added a sewer backup coverage form explicitly stating that the coverage 
extension "will pay for loss or damages caused by [] water that backs up from a sewer" and "will 
pay not more than $25,000 in any one occurrence." !d. at 654. The court there found that: 
"nothing in [the endorsement adding sewer backup coverage] purports to repeal the sewer 
backup exclusion in the Causes of Loss-Special Form. Rather, [the endorsement] provides a 
limited recovery for such an event." !d. at 657. Here, the Builders Risk Policy does not exclude 
flood and then grant flood coverage by endorsement limiting the amount of available recovery. 
Instead, the Builders Risk Policy covers all risks of direct physical loss and damage including 
flood-the same physical loss and damage to which the flood limit applies. 
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Here, unlike the policy at issue in Altru Health, the Delay in Completion 

Policy is not part of the original policy form; rather, it is a "freestanding coverage 

added by separate policy endorsement," which Altru Health suggests would render 

a different outcome. The Delay in Completion Policy also fits the blueprint that 

Gilbert!RobinS,on set forth for a coverage provision to be "construed as an 

independent policy or insuring clause." !d. (emphasis added). Most glaring is that 

the Delay in Completion Policy provides its own, stand-alone Insuring Agreement; 

this is precisely what the Gilbert/Robinson time element provision did not provide. 

El-Ad Delay in 
Completion Policy 

Provides its own Insuring 
Agreement, Coverage Conditions, 
Limitations, Exclusions, Conditions 
in the Event of Loss, Premium and 
Definitions describing the type of 
delay to which the endorsed 
insurance applies. 

Policies at Issue in the Case Law Cited 
in the lAS Court Decision 

Do not contain an "insuring 
agreement" and "do not include 
extension of coverage, nor are its 
terms defined (i.e.) 'peril insured 
against' therein[.]" 

Additionally, while the Delay in Completion Policy contains "subject to" 

language discussed above (supra Section II), it provides its own Insuring 

Agreement, Coverage Conditions, Limitations, Exclusions, Conditions in the Event 

of Loss, Premium, Definitions including the specific categories of delay for which 

insurance is available under the endorsed coverage (e.g. Rental Income, Gross 

Earnings, Additional Interest). In fact, El-Ad paid Zurich premium for physical 

loss to property coverage, and paid an additional $45,259 in premium for Delay in 
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Completion coverage (R. 25). The case law on which the lAS Court relies 

highlights that the Delay in Completion Policy provides coverage that is separate 

and apart from the Builders Risk Policy and not impaired by the Builders Risk 

Policy's flood limit. 

v. 

THE LIMITS APPLICABLE TO THE DELAY IN COMPLETION 

POLICY ARE AT WORST FOR EL-AD AMBIGUOUS 

El-Ad's interpretation of the plain meaning of relevant policy provisions and 

how they interact relative to the limits available in response to a flood is, we 

believe, clearly correct. At the very least, however, El-Ad's interpretation is both 

fair and reasonable. It is well-settled in New York that ambiguous provisions in an 

insurance policy must be strictly construed against the insurer who drafted the 

policy. See Matter of Mostow v. State Farm Ins. Cos., 88 N.Y.2d 321, 327 (1996) 

("Given that our precedent establishes that ambiguities in an insurance policy 

should be construed in favor of the insured and against the insurer, the drafter of 

the policy language, the construction favoring petitioner in this case, afforded by a 

fair interpretation of the policy, prevails.") internal citations omitted)). The Court 

of Appeals put a finer point on the legal standard in Westview Associates v. 

Guaranty National Insurance Co., 95 N.Y.2d 334 (2000), when it instructed that 

"[i]f the language of the policy is doubtful or uncertain in its meaning, any 
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ambiguity must be resolved in favor ofthe insured and against the insurer." Id. at 

340. 

This Court's sister Appellate Divisions found that "'[i]n order for the insurer 

to prevail, it must demonstrate not only that its interpretation is reasonable but that 

it is the only fair interpretation."' City of New York v. Evanston Ins. Co., 39 

A.D.3d 153, 156, (2d Dep't 2007) (emphasis added) (quoting Primavera v. Rose & 

Kiernan, Inc., 248 A.D.2d 842, 843 (3d Dep't 1998)) (finding that even though the 

insurer's interpretation of policy language was reasonable, it was not the only fair 

interpretation and, accordingly, found for the insured). 

The United States District Court for the Northern District of Iowa found 

language similar to the limit language at issue here to be ambiguous. In Penford 

Corp. v. National Union Fire Insurance Co. of Pittsburgh, PA, No. 1:09cv13-LRR, 

2010 WL 300838 (N.D. Iowa Jan. 19, 2010) (R. 77-90), the policy at issue 

provided that "[w]hen the Limit of Liability or a Sublimit is shown as applying in 

the Aggregate during any policy year, the company's maximum limit of liability 

will not exceed such limit during any policy year regardless of the number of 

locations and coverages involved." The insurer argued that the provision indicates 

that the flood sublimit applies to both "coverages involved"-the insured's 

property damage and time element coverage. The court disagreed finding that it 

was not clear from the policy whether the flood sublimits even applied to two 
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"coverages" at all. In so holding, the court found that the flood sublimits did not 

unambiguously apply to both property damage and time element loss arising out of 

flood. See id. at *13.3 Although Iowa law treats such ambiguities as questions of 

fact for the jury, New York law resolves such ambiguities in an insured's favor-

as this Court must do if it finds that the relevant policy provisions are susceptible 

to more than one reasonable interpretation. 

El-Ad's interpretation that the policies provide $7 million in delay in 

completion coverage for economic losses arising from the delay caused by a flood 

is not only a fair and reasonable interpretation, it is objectively the most reasonable 

interpretation when considering the entirety of the policies' coverage and their 

separate purposes-as New York law requires. 

3 The lAS Court put little weight on the Penford decision because the flood definition "made 
clear reference to physical damage" (R. 11 ). El-Ad submits that the Builders Risk Policy 
explicitly provides coverage solely for physical loss or damage. By providing coverage for flood 
losses, the flood definition (like the entirety of the Builders Risk Policy) makes clear reference to 
the fact that it applies only to physical damage. Any other reading is unreasonable. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Order appealed from should be reversed to grant El-Ad's motion for 

partial summary judgment seeking a declaration that the Delay in Completion 

Policy provides a $7 million limit for economic losses arising from the delay 

caused by a flood, and deny Zurich's cross-motion for partial summary judgment 

in its entirety. 
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